
Our growing company is looking to fill the role of VP, acquisition. Thank you in
advance for taking a look at the list of responsibilities and qualifications. We look
forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for VP, acquisition

Leverage key best practices to drive and successfully oversee the execution
of the sales process for new Research Board functional membership
Strong focus on selling to only net new/prospective members and
transitioning closed clients to existing Program Directors within 30 days of
closing for continued service
Conduct high impact proof of concept (PoC) meetings
Manage priorities and accountability on the part of others who are preparing
information for you
Develop, implement, and maintain a land strategy that targets predetermined
product types and submarkets and acquisition types (bulk raw, option
finished)
Performs other duties as assigned by Division President
Manage the on-going development and maintenance of the business card
application experience(s)
Partner across Chase for Business (with Business Banking and Merchant
Services) on developing the acquisition marketing experience and evolving
multi-product deepening initiatives
Work closely with our Business Banking and Merchant Services partners to
develop and lead our strategic partnership expansion strategy
Identify opportunities to expand into new areas, generate awareness, acquire
customers, and engage prospects

Qualifications for VP, acquisition
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Marketing functional, technical and operational knowledge extremely
important
Developing a creative, detailed and robust plan to initiate contact with
targeted customers at the senior executive level and to lead a small direct
and virtual consulting team to engage strategically with targeted customers
Establishing and building strategic senior level relationships with targeted
customers, presenting strategic options for their overall supply chain, and co-
developing a joint customer-centric strategy
Developing site acquisition, business acquisition and new capability
acquisition strategies to win targeted customers
Developing and evaluating current actionable prospects and managing
strategic due diligence (both operational and transactional) for active deals
An MBA from a top-tier academic institution is highly preferred


